Profiles the life and career of singer and songwriter Adele.

A Regular London Girl
A Gifted Child
Discovered
The Making of a Star
More Heartbreak, More Hits
Career Crisis
Getting Real with Adele
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Guide to thousands of 2- and 4-year schools in the U.S. and Canada. The College Blue Book covers the expected listings and detailed descriptions, degree programs offered, scholarships, and occupational education programs.

Collections
- Travel
- College Funding and Career Research
- Medicine
- Business
- Environment
- Law
- Arts
- Literature
- History
- Multicultural Studies
- Social Science
- Nation and World Religion
- Technology
- Science
- Education
- Biography
- General Reference
- Information and Publishing

Explores each continent in detail, with topic maps on major geographical features, cities and monuments, population, wildlife, and more. Includes map keys, special fact sections, and a gazetteer of facts and figures that profiles each country in detail.